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LIMITED WARRANTY 
Products are sold with a limited warranty against manufacturer defects in materials and workmanship for a period of two years from the delivery date. 
This limited warranty does not extend to other materials supplied by the Buyer or damage caused by accident, abuse, misuse, negligence, cleaning, or 
normal wear and tear.  
Highlow Studio products are made from natural solid timber, appropriate care must be taken. As solid timber is a natural product, this guarantee does not 
cover minor movement of timber panels or pieces over time.
This warranty applies to the original Buyer only and is not transferrable. This warranty applies to the original Buyer only and is not transferrable. 
Seller reserves the right to modify its limited warranty at any time in its sole discretion. 

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
Buyer is wholly responsible for obtaining a qualified installation professional to install the products. Seller expressly disclaims any obligation and/or liability 
arising from, relating to or in connection with the installation of products. 
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1. Once location on ceiling has been selected measure distance between the two hanging cables and 
mark on ceiling. 

2. For the non-power side, install ceiling coupler base (shown in Figure A) to ceiling using appropriate 
hardware for ceiling type. Feed aircraft cable through cable gripper and thread into the installed 
ceiling coupler base. Excess cable can be fed through the exit hole on the base and trimmed once 
desired height is achieved. The cable height is adjusted by depressing the cable gripper. 

3. For the powered side, install the canopy bracket using appropriate hardware for ceiling type. The 3. For the powered side, install the canopy bracket using appropriate hardware for ceiling type. The 
hanging cable and braided power can then be fed through the cord gripper on the canopy cover 
(shown in Figure B), then the aircraft cable through the cable gripper. The light should now be 
supported by both hanging cables. Adjust pendant to desired height. 

 4. Power connection to supplied 24v remote driver must only be made by Licensed electrician. The 
braided power cable used the central wire as positive and the braided outer as negative. 
Once connected power cord can be lightly tension and held in place by the cord gripper (shown in Once connected power cord can be lightly tension and held in place by the cord gripper (shown in 
Figure B).
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